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This paper discusses the governing equations describing mass and energy 
transport in geopressured geothermal reservoirs. A fully interacting rock-fluid 
system with rock porosity, permeability, and thermal conductivity dependent 
on the fluid and rock stresses is considered. The mathematical model includes 
the effects of solution and free natural gas. Sample calculations of a 
hypothetical hydrothermal reservoir are presented to show the applicability of 
reservoir simulation. 

ABSTRACT 

INTRODUCTION Webster (1974) defines simulation as “the imitative representation of the 
functioning of one system by the functioning of another.” The simulation of 
geopressured geothermal-reservoir performance refers to the construction 
and operation of a model having a behavior that assumes the behavior of the 
actual reservoir. The model may be physical (such as a laboratory bench 
model) or mathematical. A mathematical model is simply a set of equations 
that, subject to certain assumptions, describes the physical processes active in 
the actual reservoir. Even though such a model obviously lacks the reality of a 
geopressured geothermal aquifer, the behavior of a valid model approximates 
(assumes the appearance of) that of the actual reservoir. 

The purpose of simulation is the estimation of reservoir performance 
(energy or fluid recovery) under a variety of producing schemes. While an 
actual reservoir can be produced only once and at considerable expense, a 
model can be run many times at low expense over a short period of time. 
Observation of model performance then aids in the selection of an optimum 
set of producing conditions for the reservoir. Specifically, reservolr simulation 
allows estimation of field performance under natural depletion or water reinjec- 
tion, as well as the effects of well locations and spacing and the effect of 
producing rates on useful energy recovery. 

The mathematical model discussed in this paper consists of a set of partial 
differential equations that express conservation of mass, momentum, and 
energy. In addition, the model will entail phenomenological laws describing 
processes active In the reservoir. Sample laws are Darcy’s law for fluid flow and 
Fourier’s law of heat conduction and those describing the behavior of fluids 
and porous materials subject to pressure and temperature variations. The 
resulting set of equations are nonlinear and require numerical techniques for 
solution. 

The work that is described is currently underway and is as yet incomplete. 
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to describe a concept of the reservoir 
processes acting in the geopressured geothermal reservoirs. Numerical 
solutions of these equations are not available at this time. However, 
calculations of other geothermal systems are available and these illustrate the 
usefulness of numerical simulation. 
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Groundwater hydrology studies use models based on the numerical solution 
of the equations of momentum conservation. However, in studies of geother- 
mal aquifers, we will be most interested in the production of the reservoir 
fluid@) as a source of useful thermal energy. Therefore, geothermal-reservoir 
simulation must also provide for the solution of the thermal-energy-transport 
differential equation. Published results of geothermal-aquifer simulation have 
been limited. However, the recent interest in geothermal resources and con- 
sequent public attention has spurred the development of such technology. The 
first modeling application by Whiting and Ramey (1969) was a lumped- 
parameter model of a two-phase (steam-water) geothermal system. The effects 
of spatial variation were neglected in that model. Harlow and Pracht (1972) 
developed a single-phase, hot-water model coupled with a rock-fracture model 
to demonstrate the feasibility of the hot-dry-rocks geothermal system. Mercer 
(1973) applied a hot-water model to the Wairakei, New Zealand, geothermal 
system. The model was limited spatially to the two horizontal dimensions and 
was not able to reproduce historical data beyond 1962, owing to the formation 
of steam in the reservoir. More recently, Mercer, Faust, and Pinder (1974) and 
Brownell, Garg, and Pritchett (1975) have reported the equations describing 
energy and momentum transport in two-phase (steam-water) systems. The 
latter paper (Brownell and others) includes the effects of rock-matrix compac- 
tion in their formulation of the hydrothermal system. Numerical solutions of the 
equations developed were not included in these papers. However, solution 
techniques were later reported by the second group of authors in a paper 
presented at the U.N. Geothermal Symposium held in San Francisco, Califor- 
nia, May 19-29, 1975 (Garg, Pritchett, and Brownell, 1975). Results from this 
study will be discussed later. 

None of the studies above attempt to describe geopressured geothermal- 
reservoir behavior. Such important effects as the solution-gas and water influx 
are not present in other systems and have not been accounted for in the 
geothermal literature. 

The literature for geothermal simulation verifies petroleum reservoir simula- 
tion experience. Simulators developed for a particular process cannot be 
directly applied to other reservoir processes. Therefore, we should not expect 
simulators developed for specific geothermal systems such as liquid- 
dominated systems or vapor-dominated systems to be directly applicable to 
geopressured geothermal-reservoir simulation. Such reservoirs have sufficient 
unique aspects to require specific simulation models. These models will use 
previous geothermal and petroleum-reservoir simulation technology 
augmented by geologic, hydrologic, thermodynamic, and other information for 
the geopressured reservoirs. 

GEOPRESSURED- 
AQUIFER 

SI MULATION 

The formulation of a reservoir simulator follows a straightforward process. 
First, mass-balance equations for each chemical specie are written. These are 
combined with a momentum balance equation, Darcy's law, relating superficial 
velocity and flow potential to develop general equations of momentum conser- 
vation. It may be necessary to include an energy balance in the complete for- 
mulation of the system. Next, equations of state describing the pressure, 
volume, and temperature behavior of the fluids are introduced to reduce the 
number of primary variables. Similar equations are introduced to include the 
effects of rock-matrix compaction. Finally, equations describing interphase 
relationships are introduced to couple the resulting partial differential 
equations. Simplifying assumptions are introduced where appropriate. The re- 
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sulting set of partial differential equations with appropriate boundary and initial 
conditions specify the problem to be solved. Then a suitable method for solu- 
tion must be found. To solve the resulting system of equations modeling the 
geopressured geothermal aquifers, it will be necessary to use numerical tech- 
niques. 

MASS- 
BALANCE 

EQUAT[ 0 ~ s  

It is expected that there will be two chemical species present: water and 
natural gas (Dorfman and Kehle, 1974, and Jones, 1969). If the flowing bottom- 
hole pressure for the production well is above hydrostatic conditions, the water 
will remain in the liquid state within the reservoir. Its mass balance can be 
represented as the continuity equation: 

, 

where 
V * = the divergence operator, 
e,, = the density of water, 
U, = the superficial water velocity, 
Q, = water point source, 
4 = porosity of the porous media, 
S, = fraction of the pore volume occupied by water, 
t =time, and 

x, y, z =  spatial dimensions. 
The mass balance for gas is slightly more complicated because part of the 

gas is free gas, existing as a separate phase, and part of it exists as solution gas 
in the water phase. The mass balance can be represented as the sum of these 
two distinct parts (Bear, 1972). 

where 
ps = the density of gas, 
Og = the superficial velocity of free gas, 
R, = gas in solution per unit mass of water, 
Qg = gas point source, and 
S, = fraction of pore volume occupied by gas. 

The superficial velocity of the water and the free gas can be described by Momentum 
Equations Darcy’s law: 

(3) 
- -k,W 
U, = V(P, - P w i h ) ,  

P W  

and 

(4) 
where 

v = the gradient operator, 
k, = relative permeability, 
R = local rock-permeability tensor, 
p = dynamic viscosity, 
P = pressure, 
g = gravitational acceleration, 
h 

- 
= local elevation above reference datum, and 
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b w,g subscripts refer to water and free-gas phases respectively. 
Equations 1 and 3 and equations 2 and 4 can be combined to give general 

equations of momentum conservation for water and for gas. 

Wafer 

Gas 

These equations describe the flow of gas and water in a porous material where 
a pressure difference exists between the two phases. This pressure difference 
is defined as the capillary pressure. 

P, = P, - P,. (7)  

Since there are only two phases present, the fluid saturations must sum to uni- 
ty. 

s,+sg= 1. (8) 

Capillary pressure and the relative permeabilities of the gas and water phases 
can be assumed to be functions of the water saturation if temperature changes 
in the reservoir are small. Equations of state to describe the pressure, volume, 
temperature (PVT) behavior of the water and gas are necessary to calculate the 
densities in equations 5 and 6. Constitutive equations describing the porosi- 
ty and permeability behavior of the porous materials comprising the 
geopressured reservoirs as they deform due to fluid withdrawal are also re- 
quired. 

Energy-Balance Three energy balances, analogous to the mass balances, can be written for 
Equations the water, free gas, and rock. The movement of fluids through the porous 

media is slow and the surface areas of the phases are large. Therefore, thermal 
equilibrium will exist between the rock, water, and free gas. This assumption 
reduces the three energy-balance equations to the following single equation. 

where 
Hi = internal energy of i'hphase [ i  = g (gas), r (rock), w (water)] 
K, = rock-fluid-mixture thermal conductivity 
T = rock-fluid temperature 

Equation 9 also requires constitutive relations to express thermal conductivity, 
rock density and internal energy as functions of the primary dependent 
variables. 
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Equations 5, 6, and 9 require initial conditions and proper boundary con- 
ditions to specify the problem of simulating geopressured geothermal- 
reservoir behavior. Because the differential equations are nonlinear, numerical 
techniques are required for solution. It appears that finite difference techniques 
similar to those used for petroleum reservoir simulation will be applicable to 
this problem. 

The mass of dissolved methane per unit mass of liquid will probably be small 
in the range of pressures and temperatures encountered in geopressured 
reservoirs. Therefore, we can assume that the thermodynamic properties of 
pure water can be substituted for those of the liquid phase. Fluid properties, 
such as pressure, temperature, viscosity, and heat conductivity, will depend on 
fluid density and heat content. Methane solubility (RJ is a function of pressure 
and temperature (Culberson and McKetta, 1951). Rock properties such as in- 
trinsic permeability, relative permeabilities, and thermal conductivity will de- 
pend on rock heat content, porosity, and lithology. For simplicity, we will 
assume that relative permeabilities depend only on fluid saturations. The rock 
permeability will be assumed to be a function of porosity. The porosity at a par- 
ticular point will be assumed to depend only on the local effective stress. Since 
the lithostatic overburden is a function of position in the reservoir, porosity at a 
particular point will depend on the local pore pressure. 

As stated previously in this paper, no simulations of geopressured geother- 
mal reservoir behavior are available at this time. However, Garg and others 
(1975) have repohed calculations for two-phase (liquid water and water vapor), 
mass-and-energy transport in porous media. Two simulations of linear bench- 
scale models were presented, cold-water injection into a core saturated with 
hot water and the production of hot water and steam from a system containing 
pressurized hot water. Comparison of the theoretical predictions with ex- 
perimental data show good agreement. The second simulation represents a 
severe test of their model since vaporization actually occurs in the porous 
material. 

Garg and others (1975) also performed calculations for a hypothetical, 
bounded hydrothermal reservoir. The hypothetical reservoir is a right circular 
cylinder. The reseryoir diameter is 3.3 km, and its vertical thickness is 100 m. 
Production takes place from a central vertical crack of length 900 m, and fluid 
is reinjected into two similar cracks located at the reservoir boundary as shown 
in figure 1. The reservoir initially contains pressurized water at P = 200 bars 
and T = 300%. The reservoir material is assumed to be a sandstone with the 
following properties: 

P, (rock-grain density) = 2.65g/cm3, 
cb(porosity) = 0.2, 
R, (thermal conductivity) 
k(permeabi1ity) 
C,(specific heat] = 10'ergslg "C, 
S,,(irreducible water saturation) 
S,(irreducible vapor saturation) = 0.05. 

= 2.1 X 105ergs/seccmoC, 
= 200md = 2 X 10-*cm2, 

= 0.3, and 

At T = 3OO0C, the saturation pressure is approximately 86 bars. Therefore, 
production at P < 86 bars will result in in situ flashing of liquid water to vapor. 

Four calculations were run with the following production and injection con- 
ditions: 
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b 1. production at P = 100 bars, no injection; 
2. production at P = 50 bars, no injection: 
3. production at P = 50 bars, injection at P = 200 bars, T = 100°C; and 
4. production at P = 100 bars, injection at P = 200 bars, T = 100°C. 

For cases 1 and 4, fluid flow is single phase, while cases 2 and 3 involve two- 
phase flow. Calculated pressure and temperature contours after one year of 
production for case 3 are shown in figures 2 and 3. It can be seen from figure 3 
that the cold, injected water is beginning to invade the production region. The 
continuation of production for times much greater than one year would lead to 
sharp reductions in thermal power output. The gross thermal- 
power-production history is of primary interest. Figure 4 shows the gross 
thermal-output history for the four production strategies. 

f 
900 m 

i 

Figure 1. A cross section of the hypothetical, bounded hydrothermal reservoir. Production from or injection into the reservoir is 
allowed through production (iitjectton) crack(s). The circular-reservoir cross section is approximated by a square mesh (384 
zones; Ax = Ay = 150m). No heat br mass flux is allowed across reservoir boundaries (after Garg and others, 1975). 

di 
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Production with injection (cases 3 and 4) leads to higher gross power output 
than production without injection. Injection helps to maintain reservoir 
pressure and sustain production rate. Such calculations as these are not meant 
to be predictions of actual systems, but are offered as illustration of the types of 
questions that can be studied using reservoir-simulation techniques. 

We have presented the governing equations for energy transport and the 
flow of water and gas in porous media as a basis for the mathematical modeling 
of geopressured geothermal reservoirs. Our particular approach to modeling 
has been guided by the following objectives: the model must provide efficient 
and accurate solutions consistent with the available geological and reservoir 

CONCLUSIONS 

P =  100 bars n Flash 

Figure 2. Pressure contours at t = 1 year (production at P = 50 bars, and injection at P = 200 bars and T = 100°C). The flash 
front is shown as a dotted line (from Garg and other, 1975). 
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data and the model must be easily applied to natural, geopressured geother- 
mal reservoirs. Two assumptions were made to achieve these objectives: 
(1) actual operating conditions of geopressured reservoirs will be such that 
water vapor will not be generated within the reservoir, and (2) thermal 
equilibrium exists between the rock, water, and free gas. The governing 
equations in conjunction with thermodynamic and reservoir engineering 
relationships provide the basis for numerical models, which we feel will achieve 
our objectives. 

Preliminary two-dimensional calculations of heat-and-mass transport in a 
hydrothermal system were presented to illustrate the applicability of numerical 
simulation to actual geothermal reservoirs. 

i 

Figure 3. Temperature contours at t = 1 year (production at P = 50 bars, and injection at P = 200 bars and T = l0OOC). The flash 
front is shown as a dotted line (from Garg and others, 1975). 
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Figure 4. Gross power output (thermal) history for various production strategies (from Garg and others, 1975). 
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The floor is open for questions relative-to this paper. Is there a question? 

The question is, what is a bar? Does it have to do with an atmosphere? 

That’s correct. 

I was pretty involved in the experimental work that you presented there. I was 
just wondering about some of the equations presented earlier for your 
geopressured system. I was wondering what your rationale for putting in the 
energy equation was. Given that if you do not have vaporization or boiling in the 
system, you would expect that the temperature in the system would not change 
considerably, and if you take away the energy equation you have a model that’s 
very similar to the so-called black-oil simulators that are used in petroleum 
engineering and they are a lot easier to work with. They are still nasty, but if you 
take away one equation- 

Then life is considerably relieved, yes. The main reason I think it‘s desirable 
to include it is if we talk about early depletion of geopressured reservoirs as Bill 
did this morning and Steve Papadopulos did, we can use black-oil simulators 
and have the advantages of looking at the effects of compaction and the 
irregular boundary conditions. However, if you want to look at the effects of 
reinjection, I think it’s probably essential to include the thermal transport in that 
to complete the specification of that system. 
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